Lubricants/Vehicle Wash/Coil Cleaner
A. 3-IN-ONE® LUBRICANT
WD-40
High-Performance Penetrant
This fast-acting formula loosens rusted or stuck parts, and works to remove grease and
grime from a variety of surfaces. Helps prevent rust and corrosion. Can be used on pipes,
fittings, locks, chains, nuts, lug nuts, tools or anything else that needs loosening.
11 oz.
12/cs.
51840140 10140
Silicone Spray
Provides high performance lubrication and corrosion protection, in a quick-drying no-mess
formula. Safe for use on metal, rubber, vinyl, wood and much more. NSF H2 approved.
11 oz.
12/cs.
51840141 10141
White Lithium Grease
Water and heat-resistant formulation provides you with a heavy-duty lubricant in an aerosol
can. Reduces friction while protecting against rust and corrosion. Sprays on evenly as a
liquid, and sets up dry for a thick coating. Will not splatter, melt, run, wash off or freeze.
101/4 oz.
12/cs.
51840142 10142
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B. WD-40® LUBRICANT
WD-40
Protects metal from rust and corrosion, penetrates stuck parts, displaces moisture, and
lubricates just about anything. Cleans grease and grime from most surfaces. Also dissolves
adhesives, allowing easy removal of labels, tape, stickers and excess bonding material. It
displaces moisture and dries out electrical systems to eliminate moisture-induced short
circuits. Loosens rust-to-metal bonds and frees stuck or rusted metal parts. Lubricating
ingredients hold firmly to all moving parts.
2 oz.
24/cs.
51840202 10202
8 oz.
12/cs.
51840108 10108
16 oz.
12/cs.
51840116 10116
1 gal.
4/cs.
51840110 10110

C. WD-40® NO-MESS PEN
Precise application through a handy pen-shaped applicator.
51840076 10076
E

WD-40
24/cs.

VEHICLE WASH
D. LIFEGUARD REVITALIZER & PROTECTANT
CARROLL
Rubber, vinyl, plastic and leather revitalizer and protectant. Humectants and silicone protect
and replenish moisture for shiny surface. White emulsion; slight herbal fragrance.
1 qt.
12/cs.
30014823 44823
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E. VEHICLEAN VEHICLE WASH
CARROLL
For power washing trucks, buses, cars and mobile homes. Removes exhaust deposits, bugs
and road film without agitation. Concentrated for low-use cost. Works in both hot/cold water.
USDA A1.
5 gal.
1/ea.
30017119 27119
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F. WASH & WAX VEHICLE WASH
CARROLL
Hand or power vehicle wash produces a glossy shine and protects the finish. Harmless to all
automotive finishes including acrylic lacquer and enamels. Works in hot or cold, hard or soft
water, loads of scrubbing suds. Contains no solvents or ammonia.
1 gal.
4/cs.
30017828 27828

COIL CLEANER
G. COIL CLEANER AEROSOLS
PRIME SOURCE®
Removes dirt, lint and grease from air conditioning condensers and refrigeration coils and
fins. Contains no solvents, acids or alkalis. Improves efficiency and prevents overheating.
12/cs.
75004078 75004078 Solvent, 19 oz.
12/cs.
75004079 75004079 Water-Based Foam, 19 oz.
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